
 

 

Ques 1. ANS (D) Solution:    

The correct answer is: 

Deepa told her friends that they were going to Tirupati 

the following week. 

In the indirect form, the first person changes to the third 

person. 

So, 'we' will change to 'they'. 

Also, 'next week' changes to 'the following week'. 

The given sentence is in present continuous form (are 

going). 

Thus, it will change to past continuous form (were 

going). 

The rest of the sentence remains the same. 

Ques 2. ANS (B) Solution:    

The correct order will be: Q-P-R-S. 

Since the introductory part is already there, Q will be the 

1st statement as it tells us more about the idea of 

exhaustion of sources of power. 

The next statement will be P as it further states that the 

sources are exhaustible. 

Now the statement P must be followed by R as it makes 

us explore other sources of power as well. 

And the concluding statement will be S. 

Ques 3. ANS (A) Solution:    

Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. 

It is appropriate to use the Comparative Degree 'closer' 

of Noun 'close' in the blank space of the sentence. 

Ques 4. ANS (C) Solution:    

One word for the given phrase is 'Eulogy'. 

Eulogy: a speech or piece of writing that praises 

someone or something highly, especially a tribute to 

someone who has just died. 

Angiology: the branch of anatomy dealing with blood 

vessels and lymphatics. 

Etymology: the study of the origin of words and the way 

in which their meanings have changed throughout 

history. 

Arcology: a type of architecture concerned with the 

design of enormous vertical cities. 

Ques 5. ANS (B) Solution:    

Correct sentence: The problem is, I've got more 

grounded friends than available friends. 

Let's understand the meaning of the marked word: 

Grounded: well-balanced and sensible 

Example: For someone so young, Chris is extremely 

grounded. 

The sentence conveys the meaning: I have more sensible 

friends than those who are available. 

Thus, grounded is the appropriate word for the blank. 

Ques 6. ANS (D) Solution:    

In the given sentence, the use of the simple future tense 

''will have'' is incorrect. 

 

 

The given sentence is the third conditional sentence 

explaining that present circumstances would be different 

if something different had happened in the past. 

The third conditional sentence format: past perfect, 

modal auxiliary (would, could, should, etc.) + have + past 

participle. 

When using the third conditional, we use the past 

perfect (i.e., had + past participle) in the if-clause and the 

modal auxiliary (would, could, should, etc.) + have + past 

participle in the main clause. 

Therefore, the past form of the verb 'would' should be 

used in place of the simple future form of the verb 'will'. 

Correct sentence: Had you not reached in time, we 

would have lost our lives. 

Ques 7. ANS (D) Solution:    

Seclusion means the state of being private and away 

from other people. 

Attachment means the feeling of liking 

somebody/something very much 

The option that is antonyms for the underlined word 

'seclusion' is attachment. 

Ques 8. ANS (D) Solution:    

Despot means a ruler or other person who holds 

absolute power, typically one who exercises it in a cruel 

or oppressive way. 

Democratic means having or supporting equal rights for 

all people 

The option that is antonyms for the underlined word 

'despot' is 'Democratic'. 

Ques 9. ANS (D) Solution:    

The correct answer is Shift. 

Shift means to change the emphasis, direction, or focus. 

Mark means a line, figure, or symbol made as an 

indication or record of something. 

Distinction means a difference or contrast between 

similar things or people. 

Removal means the action of taking away or abolishing 

something unwanted. 

Ques 10. ANS (B) Solution:    

The correct answer is Prevention. 

Prevention means the action of stopping something 

from happening or arising. 

Exercise means activity requiring physical effort, carried 

out to sustain or improve health and fitness. 

Caution means care taken to avoid danger or mistakes. 

Anything means used to refer to a thing, no matter what. 

Ques 11. ANS (B) Solution:    

The correct answer is Ability. 

Ability means possession of the means or skill to do 

something. 
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Vulnerability means the quality or state of being exposed 

to the possibility of being attacked or harmed, either 

physically or emotionally. 

Expertise means expert skill or knowledge in a particular 

field. 

Insight means the capacity to gain an accurate and deep 

understanding of someone or something. 

The ‘to’ following the blank is indicating something. The 

only option for which such directional or indication is 

necessary is ability. Whenever ‘ability’ is mentioned, we 

also have to mention, the ability to do what. 

Ques 12. ANS (D) Solution:    

The correct answer is Intake. 

Intake means an amount of food, air, or another 

substance taken into the body. 

Count means to determine the total number of (a 

collection of items). 

Index means a set of items each of which specifies one 

of the records of a file and contains information about its 

address. 

Food means any nutritious substance that people or 

animals eat or drink or that plants absorb in order to 

maintain life and growth. 

‘Calorie’ is a unit of energy. ‘caloric’ is an adjective that 

would fit with any of the given options. But the only one 

that would affect ‘weight control’ is the calorie that we 

consume. Food with high calories wouldn’t affect us until 

we consume it.  

Ques 13. ANS (A) Solution:    

The correct answer is Obesity. 

Obesity means the state of being grossly fat or 

overweight. 

Corpulence means the state of being fat; or obesity. 

Physical means relating to the body as opposed to the 

mind. 

Fat means (a person or animal) having a large amount of 

excess flesh. 

The blank requires a word that would provide additional 

information about what kind of burden we are talking 

about. Since the topic of the paragraph is obesity, both 

obesity and corpulence would ft. but, but we have to 

select the most appropriate word which obesity is 

because corpulence is rarely used in day-to-day 

vernacular these days. 

Ques 14. ANS (B) Solution:    

Let's look at the meaning of the given words. 

Rigid: unable to bend or be forced out of shape; not 

flexible. 

Pliable:  easily bent; flexible. 

Strong: having the power to move heavy weights or 

perform other physically demanding tasks. 

Flexible: capable of bending easily without breaking. 

As per the meaning of the given words, "rigid" is the 

word that means the same as the given group of words. 

Example: Rakesh had a rigid mindset when it came to 

homosexuality. 

Ques 15. ANS (C) Solution:    

Ecstatic means feeling or expressing overwhelming 

happiness or joyful excitement. 

Rapturous means characterized by, feeling, or expressing 

great pleasure or enthusiasm. 

The option that is  synonym for the underlined word ' 

ecstatic' is 'rapturous'. 

Ques 16. ANS (A) Solution:    

Anxious means feeling or showing worry, nervousness, 

or unease about something. 

Worried means anxious or troubled about actual or 

potential problems. 

The option that is synonym for the underlined word 

'anxious' is 'worried'. 

Ques 17. ANS (A) Solution:    

Get your walking papers refers to you've been told you 

can leave somewhere or you've been told that you are 

fired from your job. 

Example:- "You'd better clean up your act or you're 

going to get your walking papers.” 

Ques 18. ANS (A) Solution:    

The correct sentence is: "The box of paper clips "is" kept 

in the drawer." 

Here, the box of clips is referred to as a single thing so 

we will use 'is' instead of 'are'. 

We are referring to a specific box, so the use of 'the' 

before box is correct. 

'Of' is used to define a relation. 

'In' is used to define the location. 

Ques 19. ANS (A) Solution:    

The given sentence is an imperative sentence. 

The instructions given below should be followed while 

changing an imperative sentence to passive voice. 

Find the subject and object of the sentence and 

exchange their places; make changes in their cases as 

well if subject and object are pronouns. 

The passive form will be: 

Let + object(the command) + be + past participle form 

(given). For Example: 

Active Voice: Open the door. 

Passive Voice: Let the door (object) be opened (be + 

past participle or V3). 

Active Voice: Please calculate the bill. 

Passive Voice: Let the bill (object) be calculated (be + 

past participle or V3). 

Ques 20. ANS (C) Solution:    

Use of 'steamer' which means 'a ship that has an engine 

powered by' is erroneous in the context and must be 

replaced with the adjective 'steaming' which means 'very 

hot' to make it a grammatically correct sentence. 

Correct Sentence: I woke up early in the morning and 

had a steaming cup of coffee. 



Ques 21. ANS (A) Solution:    

Exacerbate is correctly spelt. 

The meaning of the word 'Exacerbate' is a problem or 

bad situation, it makes it worse.' 

Let's see an example- 

Longstanding poverty has been exacerbated by racial 

divisions. 

Ques 22. ANS (C) Solution:    

They did not want to leave anything to chance while 

deciding on the trip. 

The meaning of the given words:   

Anything: used to refer to a thing, no matter what. 

Something: a thing that is unspecified or unknown. 

Nothing: not anything. no single thing. 

Someone: an unknown or unspecified person, some 

person. 

The use of Pronoun 'anything' is appropriate in the blank 

space of the sentence. 

Ques 23. ANS (B) Solution:    

The milk has boiled over and fallen onto the stove. 

The sentence is in the present perfect tense as indicated 

by the words 'has boiled'. So, we will use the past 

participle form of verb i.e., fallen. 

Onto means moving to a location on the surface. 

'Into' means expressing movement or action with the 

result that someone or something becomes enclosed or 

surrounded by something else. 

Over means extending directly upwards from. 

Ques 24. ANS (B) Solution:    

The correct sequence is EABCD. 

(E) should be the introductory part of the sentence as it 

mentions the subject i.e., ‘tokenization’. A noun 

answering the question ‘what is taken’ is required after 

(E). It is mentioned in the part (A). 

The part (B) should follow (A) because it has a noun that 

qualifies the adjective ‘next’. (CD) is an essential pair 

because it has the structure ‘something has to be 

replaced with something’. 

Correct sentence: Tokenization is the foundational aspect 

of taking payment security and safety to the next level 

by devaluing data and replacing payment credentials 

with tokens. 

Ques 25. ANS (C) Solution:    

The idiom phrase 'A blue book' means a government 

report or an official report. 

Example: Recently government published a blue book on 

climate change. 

Ques 26. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                         : 

The number of triangles in the given figure are as 

follows: 

 
     ,                             

Therefore, there are 24 triangles in the given figure. 

Ques 27. ANS (C) Solution:    

The pattern is, 

                , 

122=240÷2+2 

64=122÷2+3 

36=64÷2+4 

23=36÷2+5 

17.5=23÷2+6 

So, 17.5 will be the next term in the series. 

     ,   .                         

Ques 28. ANS (D) Solution:    

                        ,                             

           ,           : 

The correct mirror image of the given figure when the 

mirror is held at the right side is: 

 
Ques 29. ANS (D) Solution:    

                                               -        

           ,               , 

74 $ 12 @ 21 = 65 ⇒ 74 + 12 - 21 = 65 

47 $ 23 @ 13 = 57 ⇒ 47 + 23 - 13 = 57 

                                          -               

           : 

48 $ 13 @ 28 ⇒ 48 + 13 - 28 = 33 

After putting different signs in the places of symbols in 

the given equations in the question, we get, 

74 $ 12 @ 21 = 65 ⇒ 74 + 12 - 21 = 65 

47 $ 23 @ 13 = 57 ⇒ 47 + 23 - 13 = 57 

This means '$' means '+' and '@' means '-'. So, the given 

equation will be: 

48 $ 13 @ 28 ⇒ 48 + 13 - 28 = 33 

Ques 30. ANS (B) Solution:    

           , 

We know, 



 

 
           , 

 A                                          

                            , 

Given, 

SAILOR is written as 21414192631 

The patter followed here is, 

 
        , 

Similarly, 

 
     ,                        

Therefore, the correct answer is 1542392318. 

Ques 31. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
Ques 32. ANS (C) Solution:    

               A                 ,                 

              , 

If a mirror is placed on line AB, then we will get the 

following figure, 

 
     (A)                            

     ( )                             

     (C)                

     (D)                ,                                 

         

Option (A): The front leg of the chair is missing. 

Option (B): The back leg of the chair is missing. 

Option (C): Correct Mirror image. 

Option (D): Shoes have strips on them, a feature not 

present in the question figure. 

Ques 33. ANS (B) Solution:    

              : 

 
We know that: 

 
           , 

 AT   A      D  T  T                        

                            , 

Given, 

MATERIAL is written as NDYLTMGT. 

The pattern followed here is, 

 
        , 

Similarly 

 
     ,           W          

Therefore, the correct answer is QXWJJEYM. 

Ques 34. ANS (B) Solution:    

                           : 

                                           

                                                           

               : 



 
The Logic here is as follows: 

Apple and Bananas come under the type of Fruits. 

So the diagram which shows the best relationship 

between the given variables is: 

 
Ques 35. ANS (B) Solution:    

-     ,                 

           5+3 × 8 /   -                      

   5+3 × (2/3)-4=3 

      ,           

On interchanging - and /, 

we get the equation as 5+3 × 8 / 12-4=3 

or 5+3 × (2 / 3)-4=3 

or 3=3, which is true. 

Ques 36. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
     : 

 .                            →     (                 

              ) 

  .                          →    (                        ) 

     ,                               

 
Conclusions: 

I. No king is a prince → False (It is possible but not 

definite) 

II. Some queens are princes → True (All princes are 

queens) 

So, only conclusion II follows. 

Ques 37. ANS (D) Solution:    

             

(13 - 5 × 8 + 4) × (5 - 6 + 12 × 3) / (4 + 2) 

            

(13 + 5 - 8 / 4) - (5 + 6 / 12 - 3) × (4 / 2) 

  D A                      , 

(13 + 5 - 8 / 4) - (5 + 6 / 12 - 3) × (4 / 2) 

= (18 - 2) - [5 + (1/2) - 3] × 2 

= 16 - (5/2) × 2 

= 11 

The given expression 

(13 - 5 × 8 + 4) × (5 - 6 + 12 × 3) / (4 + 2) 

becomes 

(13 + 5 - 8 / 4) - (5 + 6 / 12 - 3) × (4 / 2) 

Using the BODMAS rule, 

(13 + 5 - 8 / 4) - (5 + 6 / 12 - 3) × (4 / 2) 

= (18 - 2) - [5 + (1/2) - 3] × 2 

= 16 - (5/2) × 2 

= 11 

Ques 38. ANS (B) Solution:    

                , 

The pattern is, 

32=25+(2+5) 

37=32+(3+2) 

47=37+(3+7) 

58=47+(4+7) 

71=58+(5+8) 

     ,                           

So, 71 will be the next term of the series. 

Ques 39. ANS (B) Solution:    

                          , 

The unfolded paper will be as follows, 

 
     ,                                    

Therefore, the unfolded paper will be similar to this 

image. 

Ques 40. ANS (D) Solution:    

                      

                      

                      

                       

                               

     ,                       

Sheetal is the daughter of Golu. 

Golu is the son of Bhola. 

Dilip is the brother of Bhola. 

Chitra is the daughter of Dilip. 

Sheetal is the granddaughter of Bhola and Dilip. 

Therefore, Chitra is aunt of Sheetal. 

Ques 41. ANS (D) Solution:    

       -  

Given- 

 
                                          

                                          

T                             



                                         - 

 
O and L are alternates and lie opposite to each other. 

K and M are alternates and lie opposite to each other. 

T and U lie opposite to each other. 

On folding the open dice, the closed dice will look like-  

 
Ques 42. ANS (D) Solution:    

                     ,                        ,       

(D)                                         

On close observation, we find that the problem figure is 

embedded in figure (D) as shown below. 

 
Ques 43. ANS (D) Solution:    

      ( )         ,                              

     ,       ( )                   

Except figure (4) all have even number of sides. 

So, figure (4) is different from others. 

Ques 44. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                               : 

After simplifying the equation with the given symbols we 

get: 

 
BODMA                                         , 

This equation will be simplified by BODMAS. So, 

⇒ 19 + 46 - 81 = - 16 

Ques 45. ANS (B) Solution:    

                 ,               - ,  -                          

            

                 

9 + 4 - 6 × 6 / 8 

                                                  

        

9 × 4/6 - 6 + 8 

     D A                                    

        , 

9 × 4/6 - 6 + 8 = 36/6 - 6 + 8 = 8. 

         ( )        I 

'+' means '×', '×' means '-', '-' means '/', and '/' means 

'+'. 

The given expression is 

9 + 4 - 6 × 6 / 8 

On converting this expression as per the directions, we 

get the expression 

9 × 4 / 6 - 6 + 8 

We simplify this expression using the BODMAS rule, 

9 × 4 / 6 - 6 + 8 = 36 / 6 - 6 + 8 = 8. 

Ques 46. ANS (C) Solution:    

                   : 

The pattern followed here is: 

V – 4 = R 

R – 5 = M 

M – 6 = G 

G – 7 = Z 

Ques 47. ANS (A) Solution:    

                                                        

                                

                                                      

         

                                                         

            (                         )              

                                                        

             (                         )             

                                                         

           

                                                        

              (                         )              

                                                         

                        

                                                        

           

     ,                                 

Count the number of odd days from the year 2015 

onwards to get the sum equal to 0 odd days. 

No. of odd days from 2015 till 2018 → 1 + 2 + 1 +1 = 5 

odd days 

No. of odd days from 2019 till 2022 → 5 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 

= 10 odd days (divided by 7days of a week) = 3 odd 

days 

No. of odd days from 2023 till 2026 → 3 + 1+ 2 + 1 + 1 

+  = 8 odd days (divided by 7days of a week) = 1 odd 

days 

No. of odd days from 2027 till 2030 → 1 + 1+ 2 + 1 + 1 

 = 6 odd days 

No. of odd days from 2031 till 2034 → 6 + 1+ 2 + 1 + 1 

+  = 11 odd days (divided by 7days of a week) = 4 odd 

days 

No. of odd days from 2035 till 2038 → 4 + 1 + 2  + 1 + 1 

= 9 odd days (divided by 7days of a week) = 2 odd days 

No. of odd days from 2039 till 2042 → 2 + 1+ 2  + 1 + 1 

= 0 odd days 

The calendar of 2015 will be similar to 2042. 

Ques 48. ANS (B) Solution:    

                           : 

         
3  
           

2
              

5 : 150 → 5
3
 + 5

2
 = 125 + 25 = 150 



           , 

8 : ? → 8
3
 + 8

2
 = 512 + 64 = 576 

The logic followed here is: 

First number
3
 + First number

2
 = Second number 

5 : 150 → 5
3
 + 5

2
 = 125 + 25 = 150 

Similarly, 

8 : ? → 8
3
 + 8

2
 = 512 + 64 = 576 

Ques 49. ANS (A) Solution:    

                       : 

(    )
2
   (    )

3
    (    )

2 
: (?)

3
 

The logic follows here is: 

(Number)
2
 : (Number)

3
 :: (Number)2 : (?)

3
 

49 : 343 

(7)
2
 : (7)

3
 

       , 

Similarly, 

121 : ? 

(11)
2
 : (11)

3
 

121 : 1331 

? = 1331 

Ques 50. ANS (C) Solution:    

                     , 

T   ,     ,           C    ,                          

    ( ,  )    ( ,  )                                       

     , 

     (A)  F      ,                        

     ( )  FDF    , F                               

     (C)  FD     ,                       

     (D)   DF ,      D                          

The pattern followed is, 

In TRKM, XVIK, BZGI and JHCE, there is a gap of one 

alphabet between (1st, 2nd) and (3rd, 4th) alphabet of 

each group from left end. 

Therefore, 

Option (A): In FEGG, two alphabets are repeated. 

Option (B): In FDFG, there is no gap between F and G. 

Option (C): In FDEG, there is a gap of one alphabet. 

Option (D): EDFH, there is no gap between E and D. 

Ques 51. ANS (B) Solution:    

 

 
Ques 52. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
Ques 53. ANS (C) Solution:    

 
Ques 54. ANS (C) Solution:    



 
Ques 55. ANS (D) Solution:    

 
Ques 56. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
Ques 57. ANS (A) Solution:    

 
Ques 58. ANS (C) Solution:    

 
Ques 59. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                

                          –                       

     

= 36.76 × 50 – 36 × 48 = 1838 – 1728 

           

                                               

Sum of weight of teacher and headmaster 

= New average × number of students – Existing average 

× number of students 

= 36.76 × 50 – 36 × 48 = 1838 – 1728 

= 110 kg 

∴  The sum of the weights of the teacher and the 

headmaster is 110 kg. 

Ques 60. ANS (C) Solution:    

           : 



                                            = 8% 

                                       = 13% 

                                          13% 

 
Ques 61. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
Ques 62. ANS (A) Solution:    

 
Ques 63. ANS (A) Solution:    

 
Ques 64. ANS (A) Solution:    

 

 
Ques 65. ANS (D) Solution:    

 
                                                      , 

 
Ques 66. ANS (D) Solution:    

 
Ques 67. ANS (D) Solution:    



 
Ques 68. ANS (C) Solution:    

       : 

   ,                               ,          

                  

                                                     

                              

   : 

                                                          

(a - b)           

                                                          

  (a   b)           

a    b                                    a   b     

                                                      

               

  , 

                          (   -   )                

                                          

                                           

                                               

  , 

                                               

                                                       

Ques 69. ANS (D) Solution:    

                                     A              

                          = 360 + 250 = 610 

      A                                            

                   

         20%   

 
Ques 70. ANS (B) Solution:    

 
Ques 71. ANS (B) Solution:    

       : 

                       = 2πrh = 88 

⇒ rh = 14 

⇒ r = h - 8.6 

          , 

  r    .          h           

                  .           .       ,                  

                                        

 
Ques 72. ANS (D) Solution:    

 
Ques 73. ANS (D) Solution:    



 
Ques 74. ANS (C) Solution:    

 
Ques 75. ANS (D) Solution:    

           : 

     x,               

                         ,                          

      

                                                     

                                 

                                                         

            

             = (2 + 3 + 8 + 4 + 6 + x) = 23 + x 

            x                             

                                  

                             

  x                        

Has been given: 

23846x is divisible by 6 

If a number is divisible by 6, it will also be divisible by 2 

and 3. 

Divisible by 2: A number is divisible by 2 if it has an even 

number at its unit digit. 

Divisible by 3: A number is divisible by 3 if the sum of all 

the digits is divisible by 3. 

Sum of digits = (2 + 3 + 8 + 4 + 6 + x) = 23 + x 

Odd numbers cannot replace x 

23 + 2 = 25 it is not divisible by 3 

23 + 4 = 27 It is divisible by 3 

∴  The smallest value of x is 4. 

Ques 76. ANS (D) Solution:    

                                                       

                                                     

                  

The book "A fine balance" is a book by Rehinton Mistry 

published in 1995. This is his second novel. Rohinton 

Mistry is a Canadian author born in India. 

Ques 77. ANS (A) Solution:    

                                                     

                                                

                                  ,                 ,    

                                                

                      ,                              

                                                     

                                                   

         

The Great Depression was a severe worldwide economic 

depression that took place mostly during the 1930s, 

beginning in the United States. The timing of the Great 

Depression varied across the world, in most countries, it 

started in 1929 and lasted until the late 1930s. It was the 

longest, deepest, and most widespread depression of the 

20th century. The Great Depression is commonly used as 

an example of how intensely the global economy can 

decline. 

Ques 78. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                               (    

           ,                             )              

            .                     ,                  

                                                      . 

            -                                         

Ques 79. ANS (A) Solution:    

                                                         

                                                          

                        -                  -          

     

The secondary memory is independent of the address 

bus. It increases the storage space. It is implemented in 

the form of magnetic storage devices. Examples of this 

are hard disks and solid-state drives etc. 

Ques 80. ANS (A) Solution:    

         -                                      

             .                                             

                                                       

                          .                               

                                                        

                                                  . 

Ques 81. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                                

                                                

        ,         ,                                   

                                                         

                                                         

               ,                                    

                            



Priyamvada Mohanty is associated with Odissi classical 

dance form. 

Priyambada Mohanty Hejmadi is an Indian classical 

dancer of Odissi, art writer, a biologist and a former vice 

chancellor of Sambalpur University. Odissi is considered 

to be one of the oldest surviving classical dance forms 

based on archaeological evidence. The traditional dance 

of Odisha, Odissi was born from the dance of the 

devadasis who danced in the temple. 

Ques 82. ANS (A) Solution:    

                                                   

                                                  .    

                                                  

                                  .              

                                       -                  

     .                                          . 

Ques 83. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                                      , 

                                                 

                                                     

 ,         (  ,       )                   ,               

                     

                                   ,                 

                                                      

                ,                                      

                                                     

                                     

Tsomgo Lake often spelled Tsongmo Lake or Changgu 

Lake, is a glacier lake in the Indian state of Sikkim's East 

Sikkim region, about 40 kilometers from the capital 

Gangtok. The lake is located at an elevation of 3,753 

meters (12,313 feet), and remains frozen during the 

winter season. 

The lake's surface changes colours with the seasons, and 

the indigenous Sikkimese people cherish it. The lake is 

the venue for the Guru Purnima festival which is also the 

Raksha Bandhan festival when the faith healers known as 

Jhakris of Sikkim assemble at the lake area to derive 

benefits from the healing qualities of the lake waters. 

Ques 84. ANS (C) Solution:    

                                                   

              

                                                         

                       -                                     

                                                      

             -                                    

   -        -                                               

           (                   )                          

                          

Lemongrass is used in preparing a natural mosquito 

repellent. 

Cymbopogon citratus or lemongrass is a tall perennial 

fast-growing grass with a tuft of lemon-scented leaves 

from the annulate and sparingly branched rhizomes. It 

grows to a height of 1 m and a width of 5–10 mm and 

has distinct bluish-green leaves which do not produce 

seed. Lemongrass oil (Cymbopogon citratus) is an 

effective repellent against mosquitoes and house flies. 

Ques 85. ANS (A) Solution:    

                                              

                                                   

                                                     

                                              ,     , 

      ,                                               

                                              

         (D   )                   

The welfare state is a concept of government in which 

the state plays a key role in the protection and 

promotion of the economic and social well-being of its 

citizens. The government ensures the availability of a 

social security net which may include education, housing, 

sustenance, healthcare, etc. The Indian Constitution 

declares the concept of the welfare state in the Directive 

Principles of State Policy (DPSP). 

Ques 86. ANS (B) Solution:    

               DC                                         

                           

                                                    

                                                   

                            -                        

                        ,                              

                                                    

                              ,                   

                               

Alternating current cannot be measured by DC ammeter 

because average value of the complete cycle is zero. 

The average of all the instantaneous values of alternating 

currents over one complete cycle is called the mean 

value. The mean value of the alternating current is zero. 

Alternating current keeps changing its polarity 

periodically. In positive half cycle, the alternating current 

has positive polarity whereas in negative half cycle, the 

alternating current has negative polarity with the same 

amount. Therefore, the average value of the alternating 

current for one complete cycle is zero. 

Ques 87. ANS (A) Solution:    

Ques 88. ANS (A) Solution:    
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The Deputy Speaker is elected by both the Houses from 

amongst its members statement about the Deputy 

Speaker of Lok Sabha is not correct. 

Constitution provides for the election of both the 

Speaker and the Deputy Speaker of the Lok Sabha. The 



date of election of the Deputy Speaker is fixed by the 

Speaker. In Lok Sabha, the election of Deputy Speaker is 

governed by Rule 8 of The Rules of Procedure and 

Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha.  

Ques 89. ANS (B) Solution:    
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'Operation Greens' is a government scheme for supply 

stabilisation of TOP crops (Tomato Onion Potato). 

“ peration  reens” was launched on the line of 

“ peration Flood . 

It was a scheme formulated for the integrated 

development of the Tomato, Onion and Potato (TOP) 

value chain. 

Operation Greens is a price fixation scheme that aims to 

ensure farmers are given the right price for their 

produce. 

“ peration  reens” was launched during the  nion 

Budget 2018-19. 

Union government approved guidelines for Rs 500 crore 

'Operation Greens' program. 

It was first introduced by the former Finance Minister of 

India, Arun Jaitley. 

The scheme was extended during June 2020 to cover all 

fruits & vegetables (TOTAL) for a period of six months on 

a pilot basis as part of Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. 

TOP(Tomato, Onion and Potato) crops are considered a 

regular food commodity across India, 

Ques 90. ANS (A) Solution:    
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A combination of 16 bits is called a word. 

The word "size" refers to the amount of data a CPU's 

internal data registers can hold and process at one time. 

Computers embedded in appliances and consumer 

products have word sizes of 8, 16, or 32 bits. 

Ques 91. ANS (A) Solution:    
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Justice M.N. Venkatachaliah was the Chairman of the 

National Commission for Review of the Working of the 

Constitution (2000). 

Justice M.N. Venkatachaliah is the former (25th) Chief 

Justice of India. 

The National Commission to Review the Working of the 

Constitution was set up by Government Resolution dated 

22 February 2000 under the Chairmanship of Justice 

M.N. Venkatachaliah. 

The Commission submitted its report in two volumes to 

the Government on 31st March 2002. 

The Commission observed that where a treaty is entered 

into by the Union Government concerning a matter in 

the State List vitally affecting the interests of the States 

no prior consultation is made with them. 

Ques 92. ANS (A) Solution:    
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The Rajatarangini’, ‘The  iver of  ings’ was composed by 

Kalhan from Kashmiri to Sanskrit in the 12th Century. The 

Rajataringini provides the earliest source on Kashmir that 

can be labeled as a "historical" text on this region. This 

book provides an invaluable source of information about 

early Kashmir and its neighbors in the north western 

parts of the Indian subcontinent, and has been widely 

referenced by later historians and ethnographers. 

Ques 93. ANS (A) Solution:    



                                                

                                                       

                                     

Almost all Polyacrylonitrile resins are copolymers made 

from mixtures of monomers, with acrylonitrile as the 

main component. As it is a non-condensation polymer. 

  

Ques 94. ANS (B) Solution:    
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Mehrangarh fort of Rajasthan is also known as 

'Chidiyatunk'. 

Mehrangarh Fort was built on Chidiyatunk Hill. 

it was built by Rao Jodha in 1459 AD 

it is also known as Gad Chintamadi / Suryagarh / 

Kagmukhi. 

its shape looks like a peacock. 

The Mehrangarh Fort, spread over 5 km on a steep hill 

and looking down 125 m, offers a majestic view over the 

city skyline. 

It was built on the advice of a saint in 1459 to establish 

an impregnable head-quarter. 

The fort is adorned with its exquisitely lattice windows, 

carved panels, windows and walls of Moti Mahal, Phool 

Mahal, Sheesh Mahal. 

Ques 95. ANS (A) Solution:    
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NSDC International (NSDCI) and Perdaman have 

partnered to create an interface between Indian skilled 

youth and market opportunities in Australia. NSDCI plays 

role in steering national and international partnerships 

for overseas employment. Perdaman is a multinational 

group based in Western Australia with a long-standing 

track record in involvement within a diverse range of 

markets. 

Ques 96. ANS (A) Solution:    
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Under the constitutional provision of tax assignment in 

India, land revenue is exclusively imposed and collected 

by the states. 

State legislative enacts the taxation law for- land 

revenue, including the assessment and collection of 

revenue, the maintenance of land records, survey for 

revenue purposes and records of rights, and alienation 

of revenues. Additionally, tax on land is levied on the 

ownership of either vacant plots of land or plots of land 

with buildings on them. It is exclusively imposed and 

collected by the states. The tax is calculated based on 

the value of the property and can include taxes such as 

water and drainage tax, lighting tax and scavenging tax. 

The tax needs to be paid for all land and buildings unless 

that come with specific exemptions announced by the 

government. 

Ques 97. ANS (B) Solution:    
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Idol worship was practiced in this period' is correct 

regarding the nature of the religion of the Later Vedic 

period. 

In the Later Vedic period, the two outstanding Rig Vedic 

Gods, Indra and Agni, lost their former importance. On 

the other hand, Prajapati, the creator, came to occupy 

the supreme position in the later Vedic pantheon. Some 

of the other minor Gods of the Rig Vedic period also 

came to the forefront Rudra, the god of animals, became 

important in later Vedic times and Vishnu came to be 

conceived as the preserver and protector of the people 

who now led a settled life instead of a semi-nomadic life 

as they did in Rig Vedic times. Therefore option (A) is 

incorrect. 

In addition, some symbolic objects began to be 

worshipped, and we notice signs of idolatry in later Vedic 

times. Therefore, option(B) is correct. 

As society became divided into social classes such as 

Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, vaishyas and Shudras, some of 

the social orders came to have their own deities. Pushan, 

who was supposed to look after cattle, came to be 

regarded as the God of the Shudras. Therefore, option 

(C) is incorrect. 

People worshipped Gods for the same material reasons 

in this period as they did in earlier times. However, the 

mode of worship changed considerably. Prayers 

continued to be recited, but they ceased to be the 

dominant mode of placating the gods. Sacrifices became 

far more important, and they assumed both public and 

domestic character. Therefore, option (D) is incorrect. 

Ques 98. ANS (C) Solution:    
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Located in Tanzania, Mount Kilimanjaro is the African 

continent's highest peak at 5,895 meters (19,340 feet). 

The majestic mountain is a snow-capped volcano. 

Located in Tanzania, Mount Kilimanjaro is Africa's tallest 

mountain at about 5,895 meters (19,340 feet). 

Ques 99. ANS (A) Solution:    
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The first menstruation begins at puberty and is called 

menarche. 

The reproductive cycle in female primates (e.g. monkeys, 

apes, and human beings) is called the menstrual cycle. In 

human females, menstruation is repeated at an average 

interval of about 28/29 days, and the cycle of events 

starting from one menstruation to the next one is called 

the menstrual cycle. 

Maintenance of hygiene and sanitation during 

menstruation is called Menstrual Hygiene. 

In human beings, the menstrual cycle ceases around 50 

years of age; that is termed menopause. 

Ques 100. ANS (A) Solution:    

 


